Abstract This paper considers an approach of secondary user selection method in cooperative spectrum sensing, which two users with the best SNR in sensing channel and in reporting channel, respectively, are selected to cooperate with each other in the spectrum sensing. The sensing results reported by two users are then combined to detect PU signal operation. A comparison between this proposed method with conventional selection technique in which only the user having the best sensing channel SNR is selected shows that the proposed method outperforms. We make an assumption that sensing channels experience identical, independent distributed (i.i.d) Rayleigh fading and the reporting channels are invariant and non-identical. Simulation results are derived for demonstration.
Ⅰ. 서 론
Cognitive Radio (CR) has been seen as a technology to allow for the opportunistic spectrum sharing since it is able to be aware of the available spectrum holes and adapt their usage with the existing spectrum. In this paradigm, a secondary (unlicensed) user monitors the primary spectrum band which is licensed for the primary user (PU) system for a given time, and it opportunistically transmits its signal if it does not detect any ongoing operations of the primary user [1] . However, this can degrade the PU system because of the unreliability in the spectrum sensing [2] . Affected by wireless environment, a secondary user (SU) experiences the unwanted multipath, severe shadowing in both of sensing and reporting channels. This possibly leads to that the incorrect detection is taken and interferences occur at PU system as a result.
To cope with possible losses rendered by multipath, shadowing and building penetration, it is necessary for SU to be more sensitive in detection than the primary receiver. Multiple radios can operate as a proxy and hence, it is able to help to eliminate the effects of multipath which fades the channels. In the spectrum sensing with multiple CRs, the probability that all users simultaneously experience deep fading is extremely low. Thus, the cooperative model allow for the robust detection without any strict requirements on each radio [2] . It has been shown that the spectrum sensing performance can be greatly improved by increasing the number of cooperative partners. In [3] , linear combining technique is the popular method in cooperative spectrum sensing, where the received signals at the fusion center are assigned different weights for global fusion and convex optimization is formulated to solve the linear weights. [4] has investigated on the case that selects only one sensor to perform spectrum sensing.
This selection aims to reduce the power consumption of distributed sensors. Aiming to reduce power consumption, [4] studies a case that only sensor having the best sensing channel SNR is selected to perform spectrum sensing. Ⅱ. 시스템 모델 
III. 성능 평가 1. Local Energy Sensing
The hypothesis tests for received signal at the i-th SU are :
H r t n t H r t h s t n t
where   is the signal of primary user when it is 
where K is the number of samples in the sensing time. When K is sufficiently large, the local statistics of   can be approximated as Gaussian random variable [3, 5] as follows,
,
Global Detection
This energy signal   is then forwarded by the SU to fusion center for global decision for the PU operation. Each arrived signal at data fusion is expressed by: 
For reducing energy of reporting transmission, this paper combines two SUs which have either the maximum gain of reporting channel or best SNR of sensing channel. At first, fusion center makes a priority to select SU having maximum reporting channel gain.
Then, among the rest of unselected SUs, fusion choose the SU having best SNR sensing channel. We select two users for the cooperative spectrum sensing. The first selected SU is the SU which has the maximum reporting channel gain:
The second selected SU is the SU which has the best SNR sensing channel:
The fusion then equally combines two reporting signals from the i -th and i -th signal 
where  is probability of false alarm, and Q(x) is defined as
Probability density of the methods
The PDF of the SNR of the sensing channel is,
We derive the PDF of the sensing channel SNR selected by (6) & (7). Firstly, the PDF of the SNR of the sensing channel of SU selected by maximum reporting gain (6) has the same distribution with (12), hence:
In the next step, best sensing channel is selected among the remaining users. Hence, PDF of this selection in which the i-th SU is selected can be described as shown below: ( ) ( )
For case that only sensing channel having the best SNR of sensing channel is selected by (18), we can easily obtain average detection propability:
with:
and { } 1 arg max , 1,..,
IV. 시뮬레이션
In our simulation, we consider performance of two techniques with these settings: number of users N = 4, noise variances of sensing and reporting channels are 1, reporting channel gain of each user is alternatively [5, 7, 10, 12] dB, average SNR of sensing channels are [-10,-13,-16,-19] 
V. 결 론
To save resources consumption, the paper has presented the cooperation scheme in which the SU having the maximum reporting gain is firstly selected, and the SU having the best sensing channel SNR is selected. We then combine the sensing results of these two users. The analysis of this method is well matched with simulation result. In addition, the evaluation has shown that this method outperform the method which selecting only one best user in the sensing channel.
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